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This P&P: 
• Establishes clearance procedures for manuscripts 
prepared for presentation and/or publication in 
non-USDA publications; 
• Describes responsibilities of ARS personnel 
directly involved in preparing, reviewing, and 
clearing manuscripts for presentation and/or 
publication in non-USDA publications; and 
• States policies for non-USDA publication 
regarding assessed page charges; purchase of 
reprints, separate covers, and books containing 
ARS-authored material; distribution of reprints 
and books; and submittal to NAL Digital 
Repository. 
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1.    Introduction and Statement of Policy 
 
Documentation of scientific results and objective interpretations of their significance and 
applicability to the public are among the major products of ARS research. Publication in non-
USDA media is a primary form of this documentation and an essential means for communicating 
ARS research to other scientists and to ARS customers, partners, and stakeholders.  All who 
participate in the preparation and review of a manuscript for publication have a responsibility to 
contribute to the objective and effective communication of ARS research findings.  The quality 
and utility of ARS publications reflect on the authors as well as the Agency as a whole. 
 
For purposes of this Policies and Procedures for Publishing (P&P) in Non-USDA Media: 
- “manuscript” means the pre-publication stage of any information intended for presentation, 
such as oral or poster presentation, and/or publication, including abstracts, such as in a 
refereed journal, book chapter, proceedings, popular journal, hard copy or electronic;  
- “publishing” refers to the public presentation of scientific or technical information, orally, in 
print or electronically; and 
- “publication” refers to published information either in print or electronic form. 
 
This P&P is an update of a previous version dated March 10, 1998.  This P&P outlines revised 
responsibilities of the ARS author, Research Leader (RL), and other ARS officials.  The most 
salient features of the new P&P are that the manuscript approval authority and associated 
responsibilities are delegated to the RL.  ARS Form 115 (ARS-115) is revised accordingly (see 
Exhibit 1). Among the essential RL responsibilities are to determine the need and method for 
manuscript peer review, approve the technical and interpretive content of the manuscript, notify 
upper management about manuscripts containing prominent issues, obtain proper 
clearance/approval from upper management on research findings from dual use projects, enter 
ARS-115 electronically in ARIS, and ensure the ARS-115 is reviewed by the Office of 
Technology Transfer (OTT), as needed, for protection of intellectual property (IP).   In the case 
of books and monographs, proposals will be provided by the RL to the Information Staff (IS) for 
information and review, and the Director of IS may require that the final manuscript also be 
reviewed by IS for policy concerns.  New guidelines are provided for publishing in the electronic 
media and the National Agricultural Library’s (NAL) role as a digital repository for published 
manuscripts is described.   
 
2. Authorities  
 
Title 18 U.S.C. 203 and 209 
Title 44 U.S.C.  
Joint Committee on Printing, Congress of the United States, Government Printing and Binding 
Regulations  
OMB Circular A-130 
Departmental Regulations 1410-1 
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3. Manuscripts: Preparation, Review, and Clearance 
 
ARS Author 
 
The ARS author is responsible for the following:  
 
(Note:  The ARS author with the highest authorship level (first ARS Author) serves as lead for 
all clearance and approval processes.) 
 
Prior to Presentation or Submission to Journal/Publisher: 
• Reviews and ensures adherence to authorship criteria established in REE P&P 152.2, 
“Authorship of Research and Technical Reports and Publications.” 
 
• Ensures technical accuracy and quality of the manuscript. 
 
• Ensures manuscript format and style meet the requirements of the publisher.  
 
• Ensures technical accuracy of oral and/or poster presentations. 
 
• When proprietary or brand names are used, adds the following disclaimer to the 
manuscript:   
 
 “Mention of trade names or commercial products in this publication is solely for the 
purpose of providing specific information and does not imply recommendation or 
endorsement by the U.S. Department of Agriculture.” 
 
 Note: Caution should be taken in using trade names or commercial products in all 
abstracts and interpretive summaries, which are posted to the ARS website. 
 
• Ensures that all publications going to an audience outside USDA carries the EEO/Non-
Discrimination Statement: 
 
“The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) prohibits discrimination in all its programs 
and activities on the basis of race, color, national origin, age, disability, and where 
applicable, sex, marital status, familial status, parental status, religion, sexual orientation, 
genetic information, political beliefs, reprisal, or because all or part of an individual's 
income is derived from any public assistance program. (Not all prohibited bases apply to 
all programs.) Persons with disabilities who require alternative means for communication 
of program information (Braille, large print, audiotape, etc.) should contact USDA's 
TARGET Center at (202) 720-2600 (voice and TDD).  To file a complaint of 
discrimination, write to USDA, Director, Office of Civil Rights, 1400 Independence 
Avenue, S.W., Washington, D.C. 20250-9410, or call (800) 795-3272 (voice) or (202) 
720-6382 (TDD). USDA is an equal opportunity provider and employer. 
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Note:  If product is small and cannot accommodate full version, short version of EEO 
Statement is acceptable:     
 
“USDA is an equal opportunity provider and employer” 
 
• Ensures author’s institutional affiliation appears on the publication, preferably the title 
page in the following recommended format.  In instances where an author has a joint 
appointment, the names of the institutions should be separated by comma, “and”, 
semicolon, with ARS being listed as the first affiliation.   
 
“USDA, Agricultural Research Service, research facility, subunit (if applicable), street 
address, city, state-postal abbreviation, zipcode, USA” 
 
• Ensures that manuscript is cleared by coauthor(s) and cooperating institution(s), if 
applicable. 
 
• Ensures that the ARS-115 properly identifies manuscripts reporting research results from 
a Cooperative Research and Development Agreement (CRADA). 
 
• Informs Research Leader (RL) of manuscripts from projects coded as dual use and 
ensures that manuscript receives Area Director (AD) and Office of National Programs 
(ONP) approval before submittal for publication. 
 
• Discusses manuscript with RL and informs RL of prominent issues related to the 
manuscript, and makes any necessary revisions.  
 
• Consults with RL regarding manuscript peer review requirements.  The RL determines 
the level of review before submission of a manuscript to a refereed journal or other 
publisher.  If required, obtains documented reviews from qualified peer(s) with 
knowledge and familiarity in the field of research. Form ARS-533 or any other RL-
approved process that results in an acceptable review may be used. 
 
• Determines if manuscript content should be reviewed by the Patent Advisor (PA) in OTT 
for protection of IP. 
 
• When manuscript is ready for submission for publication or presentation, submits to RL 
the following items: 
 
• Information needed for preparation and entry by research unit into Agricultural 
Research Information System (ARIS) via the ARS-115, “Request to Submit 
Manuscript for Publication;”   
• Revised manuscript; and 
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• Any required peer reviews. 
 
 NOTE: Manuscripts that are the first formal report of original scientific research 
require an interpretive summary for inclusion in the ARS-115, prepared in accordance 
with guidelines in Exhibit 2. 
 
• Revises abstract and/or interpretive summary for ARS-115, if necessary based on RL 
review.   
 
• Prior to submission of manuscript for publication or presentation, enters the 
ARS-115 into ARIS and obtains approvals through ONP for dual use research and 
approval of prominent issue designation, as appropriate (see Section 4).  NOTE:  Only the 
ARS author with the highest authorship must enter ARS-115 and subsequently notify any 
other ARS authors of the approved ARS-115. 
 
• Submits manuscript to proposed publisher within 30 days of approved ARS-115. 
 
• When applicable, prepares and submits a new ARS-115 when patent application has been 
assigned a serial number by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO).  
 
 
After Submission for Publication: 
• Enters dates on the ARS-115 once manuscript is submitted and accepted for publication. 
(Manuscripts returned from the publisher and not resubmitted for publication should be 
noted in the Comments section on the ARS-115 and marked as “never to be published”.) 
 
• If manuscript is rejected by a publisher because of technical or other deficiencies, ensures 
concerns are corrected and reviewed and revised as necessary before resubmittal or 
submission to another publisher.  If sent to another publisher, the original ARS-115 must 
be modified to enter new journal name, date submitted to journal, and mark as 
“previously submitted”.  Note:  A new ARS-115 should NOT be created. 
 
• Updates ARIS with Publication Date and Citation once manuscript is published (refer to 
ARIS Online Handbook for additional citation information). 
 
• For manuscripts published in scientific journals, proceedings of workshops, conferences, 
and symposia, or technical and research reports, etc., prepared for refereed and non-
refereed publications, an electronic copy of the final published version (either in a PDF 
file or other standard format) should be sent within three months following publication to 
the National Agricultural Library (NAL).  The submission form may be located on the 
Digitop Homepage.  Every article in the Digital Repository is publicly accessible through 
an unbreakable hyperlink and also available via links in the AGRICOLA database. In the 
unlikely event that an electronic copy is unavailable for submission to NAL, a reprint of 
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the entire article should be sent to: Acquisitions and Collection Development Branch, 
USDA and Repository Publications Unit, National Agricultural Library, Room 002, 
10301 Baltimore Ave., Beltsville, Maryland 20705.   
 
• Enters the URL for the reprint in the “Repository URL” field on the ARS-115 once 
received via e-mail from the NAL Digital Repository. 
 
• Maintains a digital archive of all manuscripts for one year after they are published.   
 
• To facilitate ARS compliance with OMB Circular A-130, Requirements of the National 
Information Infrastructure, the additions to the Freedom of Information Act known as 
E-FOIA, and the requirements of the Americans With Disabilities Act, the author refers 
requests for digital publication copies to NAL’s digital repository of all published 
manuscripts.  Upon receipt of such requests, NAL will create a copy on demand in 
response to the requestor.  
 
 
Research Leader (RL) 
 
The RL is responsible for the following:  
 
• Ensures that scientists are adequately instructed about the need for writing and publishing 
the results of their research.  
 
• Ensures proper preparation of manuscripts authored by unit scientists. 
 
• Reviews submission of every manuscript authored by unit scientists, including own 
manuscripts.   
 
• Confirms that requirements for authorship are met per REE P&P 152.2, “Authorship of 
Research and Technical Reports and Publications.” 
 
• Provides ARS approval of the content and quality of a manuscript resulting from research 
before submission for publication and resolves problems with author(s) on content or 
quality of manuscript. 
 
• Discusses with author and determines the level of review required before manuscript is 
submitted for approval via the ARS-115. 
 
• Informs Center Director (CD)/ Institute Director (ID)/Laboratory Director (LD) and AD of 
manuscripts from projects coded as dual use and ensures that these manuscripts receive AD 
and ONP approval before submittal for publication. 
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• Identifies and informs CD/ID/LD of any prominent issues related to the manuscript and 
ensures that the manuscript receives AD approval before submittal for publication and ONP 
approval on the prominent issue designation (see Section 4). 
 
• Verifies that quality peer reviews were made, if required, and that reviewer(s) comments 
have been adequately addressed by the author(s) and used to ensure scientific and technical 
soundness of the manuscript. 
 
• Reviews manuscript before author submits to publisher to determine that it is in the best 
form possible to enhance communication of the research results. 
 
• Resolves problems with author(s) on abstract of manuscript and/or interpretive summary, if 
required, on the ARS-115. 
 
• Requests assistance from line management and/or ONP in resolving manuscript issues. 
 
• Ensures that ARS author has cleared manuscript by coauthor(s) and cooperating 
institution(s), if applicable. 
 
• Ensures that the ARS-115 is entered into ARIS by research unit prior to submission to the 
journal and that manuscripts providing the first formal report of original scientific research 
have an interpretive summary prepared in accordance with guidelines in Exhibit 2 for 
inclusion in the ARS-115. 
 
• Reviews the ARS-115 and authorizes entry of RL signature approval on the ARS-115 by 
research unit. 
 
• Ensures manuscript progression and status are accurately reflected in ARIS as it moves 
through the publication process.  
 
• If a manuscript is released or rejected by a publisher, consults with author to ensure 
concerns are addressed before it is resubmitted or sent to another publisher.  Ensures that 
manuscripts returned from the publisher and not resubmitted for publication are noted in 
the Comments Section of the ARS-115 and marked as “never to be published.” 
  
 
Center Director (CD), Institute Director (ID), Laboratory Director (LD) 
 
The CD/ID/LD is responsible for the following: 
 
• Implements policy on manuscript clearance for non-USDA publications. 
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• Provides assistance, when necessary, to RL, in resolving differences on manuscript 
issues. 
 
• Ensures manuscripts from projects coded as dual use receive AD and ONP approval 
before submittal for publication.   
 
• Informs Area Director of any prominent issues related to the manuscript and ensures that 
the manuscript receives AD approval before submittal for publication and ONP approval 
on the prominent issue designation (see Section 4). 
 
• In some circumstances CD/ID/LD is in the approval chain.  If so, reviews and authorizes 
approval on the ARS-115. 
 
 
Area Director (AD) 
  
The AD is responsible for the following:  
 
• Implements policy on manuscript clearance for non-USDA publications. 
 
• Provides assistance, when necessary, to RL and/or CD/ID/LD in resolving differences on 
manuscript content or quality.    
 
• Reviews and approves manuscripts from projects coded as dual use and forwards the 
ARS-115 and manuscript to ONP for review and approval before submittal to publisher.  
 
• Discusses any ARS-115s designated as Prominent Issues that are of concern prior to 
approving and receives ONP approval on the prominent issue designation related to the 
manuscript. 
 
 
Office of Technology Transfer (OTT) 
 
OTT is responsible for the following, when applicable:       
  
• Receives and reviews ARS-115s marked as related to a CRADA or having potential for 
intellectual property rights to determine whether protection of IP would be compromised 
by publication in TEKTRAN.  If withholding is warranted, notifies appropriate Patent 
Advisor (PA) who consults with authors/inventors, and subsequently releases the ARS-
115 to TEKTRAN at appropriate time when it has been determined that IP rights are not 
compromised. 
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• Notifies inventor when USPTO assigns a serial number, and instructs inventor to submit 
ARS-115 and identify serial number.  PA updates ARIS Invention Disclosure Database 
with serial number. 
 
 
Office of National Programs (ONP) 
 
• Receives, reviews, and approves ARS-115s coded as dual use. 
 
• Receives and approves designation of ARS-115s related to prominent issues and forwards 
to appropriate management for informational purposes.  
 
• Ensures manuscripts marked as “Hold from TEKTRAN until Published” or “Hold from 
TEKTRAN Permanently” are not released for public access until appropriate time. 
 
 
 
4. Prominent Issues 
 
 Often ARS scientific manuscripts report research findings and interpretations related to 
high profile and other special interest topics that are prominently visible to the general 
public, agricultural, and/or scientific communities (e.g. climate change, emerging 
diseases, pest control, biotechnology, cloning, food safety, human nutrition, animal well 
being, bioenergy, counter terrorism, etc.).  Such topics can become prominent issues.  
However, not every manuscript on such topics may be a prominent issue.  
 
 There are five designations on the ARS-115 for Prominent Issues: 
  - Potential to Attract Media Attention 
  - Represents a Significant Scientific Advancement 
  - Significantly Affect Existing or Future USDA Policy 
  - Potential Trade Implications 
  - Other (description required) 
 
  If any of these designations are marked, the ARS-115 will be indicated as “Prominent 
Issue”. It is the responsibility of all management levels to indicate if the manuscript falls 
into any of these categories.   
 
 All scientific manuscripts dealing with such prominent issues are to be reviewed and 
approved beyond the RL through line and staff channels up to and through the Area 
Office.  Once approved by the Area Office, these will be automatically routed to ONP for 
informational purposes and approval of the prominent issue designation.   AD should 
discuss with ONP any ARS-115s designated as Prominent Issues that are of concern prior 
to approving.  Note:  Official approval for purposes of “official approval date” is the AD 
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Approval level for the ARS-115s marked as Prominent Issue.  The purpose and outcome 
of these reviews and approvals are to assure sound peer review and policy interpretation, 
advance alert to the Administrator’s and Secretary’s offices, and/or timely identification 
of scientific breakthroughs having special public news media value.  
 
 
5. Books and Monographs: Preparation, Review, and 
Clearance 
 
In most circumstances, it will be to the Agency's advantage and to the public's benefit for an ARS 
author to publish with a non-USDA publisher.  Authors are encouraged to respond positively to 
invitations to publish with scientific and academic publishers. 
 
Authors planning to prepare a book, monograph, or electronic publication related to their official 
work or related to an ongoing or announced policy, program, or USDA operation (regardless of 
whether the work is conducted on official or personal time) must first obtain a memo stating the 
approval of the RL, CD/ID/LD, if applicable, and AD.  Publications or other work performed that 
is not part of official ARS duties (“Outside Activity”) should be discussed with the USDA Office 
of Ethics-Science Ethics Branch.  The memo should identify the publisher and describe the 
proposed general content of the publication.  The AD will forward an information copy of each 
approved proposal to the Information Staff (IS) Director.   Review and clearance of material 
approved for outside publication of books, monographs, and electronic publications follow the 
same procedures as those for journal articles with one addition: On rare occasions, at his or her 
discretion and in accordance with Departmental regulations, the IS Director may require that IS 
review the final manuscript.  This review will be for policy concerns only, not for editorial 
matters or scientific content.  It will be provided with a rapid turnaround appropriate to the 
manuscript’s length and complexity. 
 
6. Payment of Assessed Page Charges 
 
ARS is generally authorized by the Department to pay assessed page charges (see Exhibit 3, 
“Authorization for Payment of Page Charges for Scientific and Technical Journals”).  Page 
charge procurement requests are to be prepared in accordance with Area and research unit policy; 
approved requests are to be purchased in the most efficient manner. 
 
 
7.  Purchase of Reprints and Books from Outside Publishers 
 
ARS is authorized to purchase reprints or electronic forms of manuscripts prepared by ARS 
employees in their official capacity and published, in print or electronically, in a scientific or 
technical journal or symposium proceedings or as a chapter in a book.  Purchase is restricted to 
reprints that are necessary to ARS in carrying forward its projects or in answering 
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correspondence.  In line with routine publishing practices of many journals, purchase orders for 
reprints may be placed in advance of actual publication. 
 
ARS is not authorized to use Federal funds to purchase covers for reprints. 
 
ARS is authorized to purchase copies of books, symposium proceedings, and workshop reports 
containing material prepared by an ARS employee in his/her official capacity, but only in 
quantities sufficient for the use of the author(s) and other ARS entities, not for further 
distribution.  
 
ARS may not enter into agreements to purchase reprints from a scientific or technical journal as a 
condition of publication in the journal.  Similarly, ARS may not agree to purchase books, 
symposium proceedings, etc., as a condition of publication.  
 
ARS may enter into cooperative agreements with non-USDA entities that include as part of the 
agreement, but not its entire purpose, production and printing of a publication for distribution by 
the non-ARS partner.  This includes cooperative research agreements and contracts for 
conducting a scientific symposium.  As part of such agreements, ARS may contract to receive a 
specified number of copies of a publication for redistribution. 
 
ARS is authorized to purchase separate reprints of a publication or copies of books prepared 
either by a Government employee who prepared the information outside his/her official capacity 
or by a private individual, provided that the article or book was: 
 
• Already published when a determination or agreement to purchase copies was made. 
 
• Prepared without any understanding, promise, or suggestion that such a purchase would 
be made.  
 
Reprint or book procurement requests are to be prepared in accordance with Area and research 
unit policy; approved requests are to be purchased in the most efficient manner. 
 
A reprint purchased by ARS may not be mailed or otherwise distributed “with author's  
Compliments” at government expense.  Or, if purchased by author, a reprint “with author’s 
compliments” may not be mailed or distributed at government expense.  
 
 
8. Reproduction of Articles 
 
ARS may reproduce any scientific or technical journal article prepared by an ARS employee in 
his/her official capacity and published in a periodical, scientific or technical journal.  Such an 
article may be printed or otherwise reproduced in accordance with the usual procedures for 
obtaining printing and reproduction.   
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9. Copyright 
 
Copyright protection under U.S. copyright law is not available for any work prepared by a 
Federal employee as part of his/her official duties.  Therefore, neither ARS nor an ARS employee 
has a copyright in such a work, which may be freely reproduced by the public.   In responding to 
a publisher’s request to transfer copyright, an ARS employee should return the signed form 
“Certification of Material as Public Domain Content” (Exhibit 4) to the publisher, which 
contains the following statement: 
 
The article/chapter cited was prepared by a U.S. Department of Agriculture employee as 
part of his/her official duties.  Copyright protection under U.S. Copyright Law Title 17 
U.S.C. §105 is not available for such works.  Accordingly, there is no copyright to 
transfer.  The fact that the private publication in which the article appears is itself 
copyrighted does not affect the material of the U.S. Government, which can be freely 
reproduced by the public. 
 
Note that even if such a copyright were to exist, an ARS employee cannot transfer copyright 
without having been authorized to do so. 
 
 
10.    Compensation for Articles and Other Publications 
 
Articles and other publications prepared as part of a Federal employee's official duties are the 
property of the U.S. Government.  Authors may not accept payment for official articles published 
in non-Government publications, be it royalty income or other forms of compensation.  ARS 
employees may not designate, recommend, nor specify donation of compensation to a charitable 
organization.   Compensation does not include copies of publications or similar articles that 
provide a record of the writing activity.   ARS employees, on behalf of the agency, may accept a 
limited number of reprints or copies of the publication.   Materials received should be 
distributed/maintained according to Agency procedures. 
 
 
11.   Summary of Responsibilities 
 
Manuscripts: Preparation, Review, and Clearance 
 
ARS Author 
 
• Reviews and ensures authorship criteria established per REE P&P 152.2, “Authorship of 
Research and Technical Reports and Publications.” 
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• Ensures technical accuracy and quality of the manuscript.  
 
• Adds all disclaimer and EEO/Non-Discrimination statements, as appropriate, to the 
manuscript. 
 
• Ensures that manuscript is cleared by coauthor(s) and cooperating institution(s) and 
identifies whether manuscript reports CRADA results. 
 
• Discusses need for peer reviews with RL and, if applicable, obtains documented reviews.  
 
• Determines whether document should be reviewed by the PA for protection of IP. 
 
• Discusses manuscript with RL, informs RL of any prominent issues relating to the 
manuscript, and makes revisions as necessary. 
 
• Informs RL of manuscripts from projects coded as dual use.   
 
• Provides information, including interpretive summary, if needed, to RL for entering 
information into ARIS, via the ARS-115. 
 
• Submits manuscript within 30 days of ARS-115 approval to proposed publisher. 
 
• Updates ARIS with all necessary dates, citation information, and reprint URL data 
throughout the publication process. 
 
• Records manuscripts returned and not published or submission to another journal on the 
ARS-115. 
 
• Sends electronic copy of publication to the NAL within three months following 
publication. 
 
• Maintains a digital archive of all manuscripts for one year after they are published.   
 
 
RL 
 
• Reviews and approves submission of every manuscript. 
 
• Ensures author adheres to authorship criteria per REE P&P 152.2, “Authorship of 
Research and Technical Reports and Publications.” 
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• Provides ARS approval of the content and quality of a manuscript resulting from research 
before submission to publication. 
 
• Informs CD/ID/LD and AD of manuscripts from projects coded as dual use projects and 
obtains ONP approval before submittal for publication.   
 
• Determines the need for peer reviews, instructs the author accordingly, and verifies that 
such peer reviews were made. 
 
• Ensures that the ARS-115 is entered into ARIS, and approves manuscript for publication, 
before submittal of manuscript to publisher. 
 
• Identifies and informs CD/ID/LD and AD of any prominent issues related to the 
manuscript and obtains AD approval before submittal for publication, and ONP approval 
on the prominent issue designation (see Section 4). 
 
• If a manuscript is released or rejected by a publisher, consults with author to ensure 
concerns are addressed and modifies ARS-115, as needed, before it is resubmitted or sent 
to another publisher. 
 
• Ensures manuscript progression and status is accurately reflected on the ARS-115 and in 
ARIS as it moves through the publication process. 
 
• Ensures that digital archive of all manuscripts authored by a research scientist is 
maintained for one year after they are published. 
 
 
CD/ID/LD 
 
• Implements policy on manuscript clearance for non-USDA publication. 
 
• Informs AD of any prominent issues related to the manuscript and receives AD approval 
before submittal for publication and ONP approval on the prominent issue designation. 
 
• Ensures manuscripts from projects coded as dual use receive AD and ONP approval 
before submittal for publication. 
 
• Provides assistance, when necessary, to RL in resolving differences on manuscript 
content or quality. 
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AD 
 
• Implements policy on manuscript clearance for non-USDA publications. 
 
• Provides assistance, when necessary, to RL and/or CD/ID/LD in resolving differences on 
manuscript content or quality. 
 
• Reviews and approves ARS-115s and manuscripts associated with projects coded as dual 
use and forwards to ONP for review and approval before submittal to publisher.  
 
• Discusses any ARS-115s designated as Prominent Issues that are of concern prior to 
approving and receives ONP approval on the prominent issue designation related to the 
manuscript. 
 
 
OTT 
 
• Reviews ARS-115 for need to protect IP and ensure that manuscripts reporting CRADA 
results have been approved by cooperator. 
 
• Releases ARS-115 to TEKTRAN at appropriate time when it has been determined that IP 
rights are not compromised. 
 
 
ONP 
 
• Reviews and approves all manuscripts from projects coded as dual use before submittal 
for publication. 
 
• Reviews ARS-115s related to prominent issues and approves prominent issues 
designation.   
 
• Ensures that all ARS-115s marked as hold from TEKTAN until published or permanently 
are released at appropriate time. 
 
 
Books and Monographs: Preparation, Review, and Clearance 
 
ARS Author 
 
• Obtains approval of RL, AD, and IS Director before preparing a book, monograph, or 
electronic publication for a non-USDA publisher during official duty time or during 
personal time when the subject matter is related to author’s official duties. 
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RL 
 
• Conveys approval to author for preparation of a book or monograph by a non-USDA 
publisher when prepared during official time and during off-duty time if the subject 
matter is related to the author's official duties. 
 
CD/ID/LD 
 
• Conveys approval for preparation of a book or monograph by a non-USDA publisher 
when prepared during official time and during off-duty time if the subject matter is 
related to the author's official duties. 
 
AD 
 
• Conveys approval for preparation of a book or monograph by a non-USDA publisher 
when prepared during official time and during off-duty time if the subject matter is 
related to the author's official duties. 
 
 
12. Glossary         
 
AA.  Associate Administrator.  
 
Abstract.  Brief technical description of an oral or poster presentation and potentially printed in a 
meeting announcement, proceedings, or program and not accompanied by full-length manuscript. 
 
AD.  Area Director. 
 
ARIS.  Agricultural Research Information System (Agency official research documentation 
system). 
 
ARS Author.  Principal ARS Scientist responsible for the technical accuracy and quality of the 
manuscript. 
 
Article.  A published manuscript that is part of a compilation of other published manuscripts, 
e.g., journal, book, proceedings. 
 
Assessed page charges.  Cost of processing, publishing, and distributing a research manuscript 
through an outside scientific or technical journal.  
 
CD.  Center Director. 
 
DA.  Deputy Administrator. 
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Department Regulations 1410-1.  (Current version is not available online.) 
 
Dual Use.  Research that has both beneficial value and the potential for posing a biological threat 
to public health or national security by countries and entities of concern. (Office of Science 
Policy – NIH Definition:  Research that, based on current understanding, can be reasonably 
anticipated to provide knowledge, products, or technologies that could be directly misapplied by 
others to pose a threat to public health, agriculture, plants, animals, the environment, or material.) 
 
Electronic publications.  Material distributed as a finished product in digital format, including 
but not limited to CD-ROM, magnetic tape, floppy disk, electronically 
readable/viewable/transmittable files (via the Internet or other telecommunications medium),  is 
considered a publication if it would be considered a publication in print.  Software and digital 
databases (including simulation models and expert systems) distributed as products with user 
and/or technical documentation or other user aids such as tutorials are regarded as publications. 
Online databases that are frequently updated are not publications. 
 
Form ARS-115 (ARS-115).  Request to Submit Manuscript for Publication (automated in 
ARIS). (see Exhibit 1) 
 
Form ARS-533.  Manuscript Peer Review (local reproduction) (available in E-Forms).  
 
https://reeforms.ars.usda.gov/REEForms/ffGetXFA.asp?FormVerID=4369_id_E0B3001FAD5E0A
BA94D9B220257F7F02E257A1BF6BB542AD790F5D7A1E1408697FA4E5BB52C301B69A8192B35
6A74880A51903300BA06E09B9D4846F94DEF98522659520B434C9E5 
 
GPO.  Government Printing Office. 
 
ID.  Institute Director. 
 
IP.  Intellectual Property.  Property that can be protected under federal law, including 
copyrightable works, ideas, discoveries, and inventions. 
 
IS.  Information Staff. 
 
Interpretive summary.  Brief explanation of the reason for, accomplishment of, and 
significance of the research in language intelligible to the general public.  
 
Joint Committee on Printing, Congress of the United States, Government Printing and 
Binding  Regulations. http://www.gpo.gov/pdfs/customers/sfas/jcpregs.pdf. 
 
LD.  Laboratory Director. 
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Manuscript.  For purposes of this P&P, the pre-publication stage of a refereed journal article, 
book or book chapter, popular or trade journal article, proceedings, oral/poster presentation, or 
abstract, whether it is intended for print, electronic media, or oral presentation. 
 
Monograph.  A scholarly book on a single, usually limited subject. 
 
Non-USDA publication.  Print and electronic media not published by USDA or any of its 
agencies.  Refers mainly to scientific and technical journals, proceedings, popular or trade 
journals, and academic and scientific books.  Where USDA or any of its agencies is listed as a 
cooperating publisher, the publication is considered a USDA publication (see P&P 151.1, 
“Publishing [Print and Electronic]”).  Procedures in P&P 151.1 apply to documents posted to the 
web by ARS authors on ARS web sites, or at other sites in a context suggesting that ARS is the 
publisher. 
 
OMB Circular A-130. http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/circulars_a130_a130trans4/ 
 
ONP.  Office of National programs (formerly NPS – National Program Staff). 
 
Original scientific paper.  A manuscript, other than an abstract, that is the first formal report of 
research results.  
 
OTT.  Office of Technology Transfer. 
 
PA.  Patent Advisor (in OTT). 
 
Prominent Issue.  Research findings and interpretations on high profile and special interest 
topics that may have policy and/or trade implications. 
 
Publication.  An external document or manuscript prepared in finished form and reproduced in 
multiple copies, including materials disseminated or made available in print or electronic media. 
 
Publishing.  For purposes of this P&P, the first written publication and/or presentation of 
scientific or technical information, orally, in print, or electronic media. 
 
RL.  Research Leader. 
 
Technical abstract.  Brief technical description that accompanies a full-length manuscript; also 
used in published meeting programs and proceedings as a synopsis for presentations. 
 
TEKTRAN.  Technology Transfer Automated Retrieval System. 
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Title 18 U.S. C. 203 and 209 
http://frwebgate.access.gpo.gov/cgi-
bin/getdoc.cgi?dbname=browse_usc&docid=Cite:+18USC203 
 
http://frwebgate.access.gpo.gov/cgi-
bin/getdoc.cgi?dbname=browse_usc&docid=Cite:+18USC209 
 
Title 44 U.S. C. 
http://frwebgate.access.gpo.gov/cgi-bin/usc.cgi?ACTION=BROWSE&title=44usc&PDFS=YES 
 
USDA Publication.  Where USDA or any of its agencies is listed as cooperating publisher, the 
publication is considered a USDA Publication (see P&P151.1). 
 
USPTO.  U.S. Patent and Trademark Office. 
 
 
 
 
/s/ JUDITH B. ST. JOHN 
 
 
JUDITH B. ST. JOHN 
Associate Administrator 
Office of National Programs 
Agricultural Research Service 
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Exhibit 1:  ARS-115 “Request to Submit Manuscript for Publication” 
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Exhibit 2:  Guidelines for Preparing Interpretive Summaries 
 
Interpretive summaries are the only systematic means for obtaining timely and Agency-wide 
information about new ARS scientific findings.  These statements should be well written because 
they serve many critical uses in the Agency including decisions about resource allocations, 
budget development, program planning, communications with Congress and the Executive 
Branch, policymakers, technology transfer, and IS activities. 
 
An interpretive summary does more than repeat or paraphrase the manuscript.  It tells the 
meaning or value of the research in terms understandable to the general public.  The interpretive 
summary should contain the following information: 
 
• Problem--Clear statement, in one to three sentences, of the problem that is being solved 
or studied and why.  The statement should present the problem in a manner that the 
general public can understand and identify with, appreciate, or be concerned about. 
 
• Accomplishment--Statement of what was accomplished, not how it was done. 
 
• Contribution of Accomplishment to Solving the Problem--Statement of the nature and, 
where possible, the magnitude of the benefits of the accomplishment.  This statement 
should be as specific as possible.  Some accomplishments directly benefit scientists 
(including scientists in industry and in action and regulatory agencies) but do not directly 
benefit farmers and consumers.  In such cases, this text should identify the 
accomplishment's impact on science, the area of science that will use the results, and the 
probable advancement of technology.  
 
An interpretive summary is required for a completed paper that reports original scientific 
research.  An interpretive summary is not required for a literature review, book chapter (unless 
reporting original research), book review, proceedings, popular or trade journal, or abstract.  An 
approved interpretive summary of a scientific paper that will be included in the ARS TEKTRAN 
is available to a broad spectrum of users (including private industry and Federal action agencies 
and the general public via the Internet) and observers of the agency's research accomplishments.  
If the information does not meet these guidelines, the interpretive summary may be returned for 
revision. 
 
Following is an example of an acceptable interpretive summary: 
 
Identification of QTLS Associated with Resistance to Soybean Cyst Nematode Races 2, 3, 
and 5 in Soybean PI 90763:  Soybean cyst nematode (SCN) causes annual yield losses 
estimated to be over 1 billion dollars.  Use of resistant varieties and rotations of soybean with 
crops such as corn upon which the nematode cannot feed will minimize yield losses caused by 
this pest.  Most of the currently grown resistant varieties have the same major genes for 
nematode resistance which allows the nematode to adapt to them over time.  Soybean PI 90763 
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may provide new genes for resistance to the nematode.  Molecular markers were used to identify 
new genes for resistance in PI 90763.  Use of these markers may reduce the current tedious 
methods for developing resistant varieties.  This information will enable soybean breeders to 
develop new varieties faster so soybean producers have new weapons to combat the nematode. 
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Exhibit 3:  Authorization for Payment of Page Charges for Scientific and Technical 
Journals (quoted from Department Regulations 1410-1) 
 
Some scientific and technical journals require authors or institutions to assume part of the cost of 
publishing their manuscripts, or the cost of the excess over a specified number of pages, or all or 
part of the cost of tabular or illustrative matter.  The selection of and payment to such journals 
shall be processed through the appropriate contracting office in accordance with applicable 
statutes and regulations.  The authority to pay page charges carries the following instructions: 
 
(1) Conditions for Payment of Costs.  Whenever it is administratively determined that results 
of scientific research conducted by a USDA agency can be published most advantageously in 
journals requiring assessed page charges, such costs may be paid from available funds of that 
agency if the agency head or designee determines that the following conditions are met: 
 
a) Costs.  The Government will bear only a part of the entire cost of publishing the 
manuscripts, so long as such part is less than the cost of publication through the GPO and 
the charges are equitably distributed among all contributors. 
 
b) Nature of Article. The article must be a concise and an original contribution to a field of 
scientific knowledge within the responsibility of the agency, and tabular and illustrative 
material will be limited to only that which is essential. 
 
c) Nature of Journal.  The journal concerned must be an established scientific journal that is 
recognized in its field and reaches the desired audience.  It must also maintain an editorial 
board which insures that the sharing of publication costs does not influence editorial 
policy and must levy its charges impartially on all manuscripts published, whether 
submitted by non-Government or Government authors.  (See also 32 Comptroller General 
487 and 3 Comptroller General 785.) 
 
(2) Unauthorized Charges.  Charges made by scientific journals for immediate or quicker 
publication are not authorized.  Authorized alterations to the manuscript include only those 
revisions required by the journal for publication. 
 
(3) Inapplicability of Printing Limitations.  The partial costs for publication of scientific 
manuscripts in technical journals are construed to be printing costs, but waivers from GPO are 
not required.  
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Exhibit 4:  Certification of U.S. Government Material as Public Domain Content 
 
 
United States Department of Agriculture 
Agricultural Research Service (ARS) 
 
Certification of U.S. Government Material as Public Domain Content 
This certification modifies and supersedes solely with respect to ARS any conflicting provisions that 
may be in the publisher’s standard copyright agreement. 
 
USDA author’s name: _______________________________________________ 
 
USDA agency:          _______________________________________________ 
 
Article/chapter title:   _______________________________________________ 
 
Journal/book title:   _______________________________________________ 
 
Publisher:   _______________________________________________ 
    
 
The article/chapter cited was prepared by a U.S. Department of Agriculture employee as part of 
his/her official duties.  Copyright protection under U.S. Copyright Law Title 17 U.S.C. § 105 is 
not available for such works.   Accordingly, there is no copyright to transfer.  The fact that the 
private publication in which the article appears is itself copyrighted does not affect the material 
of the U.S. Government, which can be freely reproduced by the public.  Articles and other 
publications prepared as part of a Federal employee’s official duties are property of the U.S. 
Government.    
No royalty income or other compensation may be accepted for work done as part of official 
duties.  An employee may not designate, recommend, nor specify donation of compensation to a 
charitable organization.  Compensation does not include copies of publications or similar articles 
that provide a record of the writing activity.  The Government employee, on behalf of the 
Agency, may accept a limited number of reprints or copies of the publication.  Materials received 
should be distributed/maintained according to Agency procedures. 
 
 
___________________________________________ _____________________ 
Signature        Date 
 
________________________________________ 
Printed Name                                                                                                                                                  
                                                                                          
(rev. 7/2/2009) 
 
